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Vyšetřovatelé JAG amerického námořnictva ve středu zatkli zneuctěnou starostku Chicaga

Lori Lightfootovou na základě obvinění ze zrady, uvedly zdroje JAG pro Real Raw News.

Zadrželi také Lightfootovu manželku Amy Eshlemanovou jako spoluúčast na zločinech,

kterých se Lightfoot dopustil před a během Plandemie Covid-19.

White Hats, řekl náš zdroj, dlouho hledali otvor, kde by mohli chytit Lightfoota, ale když

nebyl na veřejnosti obklopen doprovodem bezpečnostního personálu, žil v nedobytné

bezpečné místnosti – opevněné místnosti, která je instalována v soukromé rezidenci nebo
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podnik, který má obyvatelům poskytnout bezpečný úkryt nebo úkryt pro případ vloupání,

domácí invaze, tornáda, teroristického útoku nebo jiné hrozby – uvnitř jeho hnědého

kamene na severozápadě Chicaga.

Když byl Lightfoot začátkem tohoto měsíce hanebně vyřazen z chicagského klání o

starostu, zdálo se, že jeho bezpečnostní detaily zmizely a zůstal odhalen. Deep State, řekl

náš zdroj, pravděpodobně odmítl Lightfoota po jeho propastném výkonu ve volbách.

Popularita Lightfoota mezi obyvateli Chicaga během Plandemie slábla, protože

kriminalita vzrostla, rabování a chaos se rozmohly, což dále ohrožovalo město nechvalně

proslulé stoupajícím počtem vražd a dalších násilných trestných činů. Není jasné, zda

Deep State zorganizoval zánik Lightfoot – má za sebou historii házení svých vlastních pod

autobus, jakmile jejich užitečnost vyprší.

Podle zdrojů JAG Lightfoot nakonec obdržel platby přesahující 10 milionů dolarů

výměnou za vydávání drakonických příkazů k pobytu doma, zakazování cestování a

kriminalizaci příkazů k maskování, zatímco se vyhýbal svým vlastním pokynům –

zákonům pro tebe, ale ne pro mě – a objevil se na veřejnosti bez masky oslavit ukradené

vítězství Josepha R. Bidena nad prezidentem Donaldem J. Trumpem. Lightfoot nařídil

orgánům činným v trestním řízení pokutovat a dokonce uvězňovat popírače Covid, kteří

nenosili masky, zatímco rabování, střelba a žhářství sužovaly obléhané město. Zašla tak

daleko, že „zrušila“ Den díkůvzdání a Vánoce a nařídila policii, aby našla a zatkla osoby

užívající si svátky s „členy rodiny, se kterými nežijete“.

Výplaty, které Lightfoot obdržel, řekl náš zdroj, dorazily v březnu 2021 a pocházely z

ministerstva zdravotnictví a sociálních služeb zločineckého režimu a byly schváleny

agenturou Honcho Xavier Becerra, který zůstává na seznamu „nejhledanějších“ bílých

klobouků.

„Máme finanční záznamy a komunikace, které nade vší pochybnost dokazují, že Lori

Lightfootová přijala úplatky, aby ohrozila město, které je již v masivním rozkladu. Je

vinen ze zanedbání povinnosti a zrady proti Spojeným státům americkým. Viceadmirál

Crandall hovořil s generálem Ericem Smithem o tom, jak nejlépe chytit Lightfoota, a

protože byla považována za cíl s relativně minimálním rizikem, protože již neměla

ochranu Deep State, rozhodli se, že JAG provede zatčení.“

Ve středu vyšetřovatelé JAG obklíčili Lightfootovo auto poté, co do něj on a Eshleman

vstoupili poté, co se vynořili ze Starbucks na severozápadním předměstí Barringtonu.

Lightfoot se údajně bránil zatčení a následný boj způsobil, že mu tepláky klouzaly přes

boky a odhalily mužské genitálie. Vyšetřovatelé byli nuceni použít tasery, aby si podmanili

dvojici, která se náhle obrátila proti sobě, přičemž jeden druhého obvinil, že se „zaprodal“.

"To, že je Lightfoot frajer, není žádné překvapení," řekl náš zdroj. "Věřím, že máme

dostatek důkazů k usvědčení Lightfoota." Eshlemanův status je ve vzduchu, ale máme

důkaz, že věděla o Lightfootových zločinech,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Edit: Aktualizovali jsme článek, aby přesně odrážel, kdy Lightfoot obdržel výplaty od

režimu.
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Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State. Real Raw News

potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby přežily a prosperovaly. 

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které kopírují/vkládají naše

duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji.

Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Navštíveno 96 249krát, dnes 901 návštěv)

 

Well I just saw a video on Gateway Pundit where she/he was at a city council meeting

YESTERDAY being told off. WTF is up with that?!

BS these stories are total fiction. If they were not at least something would have come out

in public by now.

This news would not be brought out on the MSM and if this wasn’t true they would be on

attack mode as well as filing law suits.

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised at the same time as

my neighbour advised me she changed into averaging $100 however I see the way it

works now. I experience mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must

try this job now by just using this website.. http://payathome12.blogspot.com

Last edited 13 hours ago by Delavic

the media lies 7days a week/24hrs a day. and you think they would tell you this. you cant

be this dumb.

The cover for this site is satire while providing what’s happening in the real world. Simple

yet genius. So carolyn how many vaxx-jabs have you had?

It’s a military covert operation. You simply can not go and tell the media. You mess

around and we won’t be able to catch them if you tell the media what we are up to. Oh, it’s

real, but we can’t risk of exposing the operation. Not just yet anyway.

This man replaced a genetic female…it was obvious to any half-wit who watched the news.

so what happened to the original female?

…and who the fuck is this person, if not the female? A murderer?

http://payathome12.blogspot.com/
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You might have seen CGI techniques, or a clone. Military destroyed a cloning lab in

Missouri’s Ozark Mountains in 2022, and they destroyed another cloning lab in Alaska

this year. You can find the news articles on the Archives page of this site.

I wasn’t given the precise time of the arrest. I was told it happened in the first half of the

day. My brain assumed morning as that’s usually when arrests go down. It could have

been after the meeting.Yeah, it’s sloppy reporting not to pin down an exact time, but it’s

not always easy prying details beyond what I’m given. It’s not like reporting the score of a

baseball game.

A lot of what seem like troll accounts were spamming the same message and I deleted it.

However, I’m pinning your comment as evidence that I’m not trying to avoid answering a

logical question.

Last edited 1 day ago by Michael Baxter

Appreciate you doing so. Of course it’s confusing at times. In fact, I’m fairly sure it’s

meant to be. It’s far easier to control an uncertain population, which has been a key theme

from the deep state. People are not likely to form strong opinions, much less share them

or act upon them. Keeps everyone squirrely & indecisive~ the enemy likes it that way.

Strength is born of strong convictions among like-minded. So is change.

Trolls like you ask useless “troll questions” repetitively. We did not miss you at all. Trolls

and bots are best ignored and banned.

Stupid and cowardly people pretend questions that poke holes in your childlike fantasy

think I should be banned.

Awww…. look who’s back and sniveling about his vacuous prattle being deleted… It’s the

LimeGreenFucktard!

Please see my post about updating email and the other one if you have timestamped 0639

EST. Thanks

I wasn’t given the precise time of the arrest. I was told it happened in the first half of the

day. My brain assumed morning as that’s usually when arrests go down. It could have

been after the meeting.Yeah, it’s sloppy reporting not to pin down an exact time…

A lot of what seem like troll accounts were spamming the same message and I deleted it.

However, I’m pinning your comment as evidence that I’m not trying to avoid answering a

logical question.

= = =

I think Michael Baxter is referring to my comment about a Forbes Breaking News article

on YouTube I posted. When I first saw this story, I didn’t believe it. About two hours later

I saw the Forbes video about Lightfoot having trouble at a City Council meeting.
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Last edited 19 hours ago by Debate Judge

Many of us see info out there that suggests this is just a made up info type site. I am glad

to see you in pseudo name only at least respond to this post. I keep asking myself if this is

fake info what would be the benefit. It never really affects the way I live my life. It is

comforting to think this could be happening. In the end, we are all going to feel really

good for paying attention or really stupid for believing it could be true.

“pseudo name” — Many authors use them. I’ve been writing under this name since 1993.

My real name is no secret. I’ve been doxxed heavily by the MSM. They’ve harassed my

family. My real name has been attached to this website’s fundraisign acconts since its

genesis over two years ago.

Mr. Baxter, if the story reported at Chicago city hall took place in the morning or early

after noon, it could very well be possible that Lightfoot and it’s spouse could have taken a

road trip to escape the media and all the pressure , there by heading out the Barrington

IL. which is quite a hike , due West out of Chicago, a good hour+ depending on traffic on

the tollway. As you reported she was arrested in Barrington, and this would make sense if

JAG/military wanted to make the arrest attempting to avoid media , press and lots of

bystanders which would be very prevalent after the City Hall activity being in the heart of

the Loop. Barrington IL. is pretty laid-back and a WEALTHY community. She/he may

have some of her/his supporters out there with a place to stay as to get away from the

public or possibly her/his own get-away. This again being the reason for JAG making the

arrest in Barrington IL. Lightfoot had plenty of cash , obviously, so this was her/his get-

away place out of the city. Lots of wealthy folks have huge homes and spreads in

Barrington IL and have pricey townhomes or condos in the city for work during the week

,on the weekends they head out to Barrington.

Every time a said demon is captured they are automatically seen on the tel-a-lie-vision or

news media. They dont need a clone or double they just need their devices to send the

elusion’s of them, CGI what ever they use it.

I’ve noticed this as well. It’s like clock Worley! Deep stater caught and within a day or two

they are in the spot light. The probability of this happening month after month is says

something about who is on offense!

These articles are Baxter fantasy and have nothing to do with reality. That’s what is up

with that.

The Deep-State FAKE Newsmedia uses old videos, old photos, photoshopped videos and

photos, CGI videos of HollyWood quality, doubles, actors with HollyWood silicone masks

such as what Arthur Roberts wears in his Academy Award winning role as Resident

Dipshit Biden. As many times as Michelle O was caught being a male, the FAKE News

could have ripped the fraud Big Mike to shreds, but they did not did they? No, they

covered it up, protected the negro queers. Even when Joan Rivers spilled the beans

publicly, was murdered immediately, FAKE News covered that up too. Only small truth
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sources like RRN spread the news. Lack of lawsuits against RRN is proof of the accuracy

in most reports. Some are obviously deliberate disinformation from JAG, necessary in

war.

FAKE News for now will not report any evidence from Real Raw News, thus endangering

their own families to murder from their Deep-State masters. Soon, Commander-in-Chief

Trump will have exposed FAKE News liars so much, they will be forced to report the

truth, if they have not already been hunted down in the streets and hung from the light

poles as far as the eye can see.

Last edited 21 hours ago by Michael R Davis

GOOD POINT…..when the “Head Nigger” Barack Obama had Joan Rivers KILLED…. it

was for the most part COVERED UP by the main stream media. It’s just too bad that Fox

News has gone downhill….because CNN and MSNBC are both “fake news”. Most all of the

hosts on Fox are JEWS…especially on Fox Business–and, for the most part….they are all

Trump HATERS. I can’t stand LOUDMOUTH Hannity….and that unmarried Bitch, Laura

Ingraham. So I only watch Jessie…and then Tucker. So much for “Fox News” now run by

Liberals.

 
This reporting on NIGGER Lightfoot….you will NEVER see anything like this on

 
Fox….much less on CNN or MSNBC.

Joan Rivers is ALIVE. She had plastic surgery and has a different Identity, she still is with

the same guy, spouse whatever and she still roams with the same friends although she

maintains a very low profile and her comedy and celebrity have ended. There are videos

on the internet that show the former Joan Rivers, this has been verified.

on rare occasions I might watch jessie mostly because i like his sense of humor/the rest in

the vanity club ,are overpaid fiction pushers /traitors I haven’t watched SEWER TV FOR

YEARS ,they belong in the nearest dumpster …IMO

Why do you care if she is married or not? That’s her business, not yours. Are you fathering

her kids?

YEAH….I saw the same thing on TGP yesterday. Suffice it to say that this NIGGER

Lightfoot is either a *butch lesbian*…or…a MAN (ie. tranny). That he was captured by the

White Hats….we’ll just have to take Michael’s word for it. I look forward to Michael’s

excellent reporting just about every day. I do not believe he makes this shit up–because he

provides too much important detail. Speaking of Lightfoot….how can he be attending a

city council meeting when he was just voted out of office ??? WTF ??

larry’s last stance He brought in paid sychophants to chant ” we love you lori”

 
SOOO BELIEVABLE

 
I don’t think this little sod has ever in his entire life been loved by ANYONE ON PLANET

EARTH fugli ! doesn’t cover this gross little man but hey HE can dance like the devil
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She/he was planning on being Big Mike/Michelle’s running mate for the Democratic

nomination for US President. ALL the jew zionist satanist oligarchs heavy donors were

already lined up. Woke Tranny DARK TEAM MATTERS, ” Michelle – n – Lori , Gonna Do

Dis Nation DARK fo Ya’ll.”

Notice when RRN says one of the evil scum have been captured…You will see the next day

on tv, their clones..They are trying to discredit RRN…No proof that this site is even legit

but if it’s not, it’s very entertaining anyway..Although I do hope it’s true…I would rather

them suffer more though, instead of an instant death.

The story occurred a year ago. How many children did the White Hats allow to cross the

border to be sacrificed? RE: Biden candy story.

Last edited 12 hours ago by Christine

Let all the trolls be discovered, made known. I’m praying that God protect this site & the

author’s family from all attacks & harm. God & His servants will prevail over & overcome

the wiles of evil men. Glory to God in Heaven above & on earth below.

So, the viral big press deal about the decredentialed reporter rant in the news is to

discredit this real report that Lightfoot is on its way to GITMO. Now I get it!

Lori, Larry, Lucifer … one thing is certain … ‘IT’ is possessed, evident from countless

times of seeing ‘IT’ in action … ruthless, dark, and evil as are countless too many others

for us to know for certain … but God knows all things and we will see the day when all

assumed to be in secret, will be exposed to the world, out in the open for all to see and

know, thank you, Jesus!

Yeah it’s obvious. He actually looked almost normal in photos from mamy years ago.

Thank you Source and Jesus for exposinf them to the world.

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised at the same time as

my neighbour advised me she changed into averaging $100 however I see the way it

works now. I experience mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must

try this job now by just using this website.. http://payathome12.blogspot.com

Last edited 13 hours ago by Delavic

there pissed. now you all gotten lori. it stirred up the hornest nest. that means your

winning.

I am using this forum to state our (Patriots, both Conservatives and some honest

democrats) case against the lying corrupt minded evil democrats on the J6 truth that

these evil corrupt demonic democrats tried very hard to keep from us. They covered up

the J6 truth.

http://payathome12.blogspot.com/
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Now, the truth is out and once again these evil lying democrats are twisting the truth

falsely accusing Tucker Carlson of doctoring the truth. The J6 video exposed the truth and

we were lied to, again.

Last edited 15 hours ago by 45-GreatestEver.GOD’sBlessingToUSA.

This is an old news. She’s already been gone a long time ago. Y’all just seeing an actor or a

double. 😆😆😆

Strange – the ICC has a warrant out for Putin who committed war crimes including

deporting children from Ukraine. It’s really weird the ICC didn’t include destroying

adrenochrome plants as a war crime (it should be!)

Whatever happened to Bang yo Mama and Bang yo Daddy TOO? and BANG Grammy and

Grampy, EVERYBODY NEED SUM, WANT SUM, AND GET SUM.

ICC is CONTROLLED BY THE establishment inbreds, UN, WHO, WEF , EU , US

CONGRESS , WORLD BANK, IMF, ALL THE SAME SHIT.

Well that’s a laugh…”Deporting children from Ukraine”….more like saving children from

the Adrenachrome Factories….so that means the ICC are turning a deliberate blind eye to

these factories….they must be in on it….and under orders from the DS. Well Putins not

gonna put up with this.

Yes, and the Hague is sending out an arrest warrant against President Vladimir Putin,

accusing him of stealing Ukrainian kids during wartime…what a crock! Russia is giving

them safe harbor, just like Poland, Romania, Moldova, Germany, Canada, the US and

other countries taking them out of the fray. Stupid idiots!

 
We cannot even arrest a sitting president here (which GHWB, W, WJC, Obumster and

now Paedo Joe sorely needs) and the Hague thinks they can arrest a Russian President?

Show me the precedent for that!!

Please visit the link below. The URL speaks for itself.

https ://bestnewshere. com/breaking-news-the-supreme-court-in-the-us-has-ruled-that-

the-covid-pathogen-is-not-a-vaccine-is-unsafe-and-must-be-avoided-at-all-costs-

supreme-court-has-canceled-universal-vax/

Please watch the two clips linked in the body of the article.

If this is TRULY on the up and up, thank The Almighty, this is good news.

Michael, on March 9 you reported that marines were killed while trying to arrest Ashish

Jha. You reported that his head exploded and killed them. But you also reported Jha was

arrested by White Hats in your prior article entitled “JAG Arrests Past and Current Covid

Task Force Members” on February 25. I posted a question about that to the March 9

article but there’s no reply.

 
WHAT’S UP??
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Michael Baxter

Looks like a major error in identification in the two articles. The 2nd Jha was ruled a

clone, but that does not explain why the JAG investigators were tracking and capturing

the same man twice.

Can you provide an explanation or update these two articles?

Hopefully he/she/it will start squealing like the piglet that It is. If they where turning on

each other just being arrested, they will talk with little to no prodding.

 
Maybe something big can be learned from these 2 morons, although they are very low

level.

 
I did see where she was on the news being told off by a reporter. The only thing I can say

is if they know about this site it would be sued every day for these stories even though

they are fictional.

 
So maybe there is some validity to the story’s since you can’t sue if your not able to hire a

lawyer to sue.

 
I don’t know anymore I just come here to read some great stories.

Hey Michael @michaelbaxter , why haven’t you touched on the highly improbable amount

of pharmaceutical companies that house their base of operations in Kiev? Or the ties of

electronic moguls like Musk, Microsoft, Apple to transhumanism? Musk still has the

Baphomet armor as his profile pics. Unrelated, a lot of people would put more merit into

the cloning articles if you covered how we went from Dolly the sheep to corporate cloning

facilities? I took a virtual tour of one that started in a lobby! I’ve seen the procedure to

remove the piece of forehead cranium that that rapper said was removed so they could

manipulate the clone’s host’s(for lack of a better word) memories? Also curious about the

giant rectangular cube UFOs being photographed, and certain almost prophetic

geographical events, such as the Euphrates drying up. I

 
appreciate it even if you don’t take the time to read this. Hope you’re secure and hidden,

and with more friends and ammo than i expect in the UK

Also, I’d like to update my email with y’all, can’t figure out how to go about it. Any of you

guys know how I’d go about that?

My family is being wrongly accused of Catholic suicide crap and CANNABLES, which we

are not

 
I’m sure GOD KNOWS THAT AND WILL BE PERFECT

 
LISA CORDARO AND FAMILY

 
WE ARE VERY EXCITED ABOUT NEW PLANS

They don’t normally pick anybody up that is still holding an office position. At least that

seems to be the way things have been happening. Once they fall from grace or retire they

get nabbed. The White hats seem to like to let them crush as many innocent people as

possible before they make a move.

Fauci comes to mind, if they had arrested him early on and in the public light a lot of
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people might not have taken the jab.

If they had arrested Biden and his crime family, then forced jabs and all of this corrupt

administration might not have been put into office in the first place.

That is the only thing people might hate the white hats for is the fact they had all this

information a long time ago and did nothing with it to help prevent some of the death that

is happening in the USA and the world.

 
Ukraine and Afghanistan might not have happened at all if they would have done

something a little faster.

Send both of them where they belong and don’t permit them to be again at large. Give

them a forever bye-bye. It’s sad but we are at war with devils that want to destroy

everything.

Mr.Baxter…why gen.Smith and WH do not stop warmongers..we are much close to WW3

than in the Cuban crisis…1962

ww3 is a pipedream. did fallout not teach yo0u anything? its only a dream.

never meant to happen.

We all know this ugly corrupted thing is not a he, so why refer to it as a he?

cause it was said. “its a He”. we all been fooled into thin king it was a she.

because when Ellen …oops Allan did a comparison, HE said Beetlejuice’s was the same

size as big Mike’s ,they both , had had enhancement surgery

Chicago has been in very serious decay and ruination for DECADES, just another dying

city in Democratic CRIMINAL CONTROL. This is FACT.

Could very well be his homosexual partner with having nothing other but Male Genitalia

too!

“he/him,” also Lori might have said it was “she/her” before the arrest. Nothing said about

the wife, but knowing how trannies behave, he would say, “none of your business.”

Pronouns ” Dead & Decaying “ as he finally is used for a truly useful purpose .

Fertilzer to make flowers grow …….. Nick , NavyBlueSmoke ,LST-1195

Oh so horrible to hear Lori Lightfoot has a male genitalia? (I hope Mr. Baxter you don’t

delete my comment. Everyone is entitled of “Free Speech”. Besides I’m an avid follower of

RRN. Thank you!)

All we are ” entitled to” is that the Government won’t limit or restrict our Free Speech…

 
Read our Constitution…And what is so Horrible about the fact that Beetlejuice is a dude

??
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our UNALIENABLE RIGHT to free speech was granted to us by the Creator, not by the

gov’t. the constitution codifies that and prohibits the gov’t from infringing upon that God-

given right. YOU are the one who needs to learn to comprehend what you read.

Last edited 1 day ago by THX-1138

Only way that Beetlejuice would have been missed in this new era dawning is

IF some advertising campaign ,had been planned with Lori & Marty

Feldmans Eyes featured in an Eyeglasses Advert ! ! Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST-

1195

I doubt Mr. Michael Baxter was doing anything other than reporting facts as they were

revealed ! I , when 1st seeing a picture of Lori & husband , immediately thought that a

same sex contract had been initiated & was wondering which sex was the common

denominator since they both looked quite odd. I also knew that they had to be

Chosen for their positions rather than earning them . Useful idiots easily

manipulated by giving them short term wealth & small fame. Can anybody

really believe they’ll be remembered in 10 years much less 10 minutes from now ? Cheers

ring out in Chicago bars now & by the time St. Patricks Day celebration is over ,no one will

remember Lori whatshisname ……….. Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195

Fact is….just about ANY NIGGER running for public office in Chicago will get voted into

office. Pretty much the same thing applies for Michigan…especially in Wayne County

(Detroit). Cook County (Chicago) and Wayne County (Detroit) are 95% BLACK….and they

control both states. Niggers all stick together even better than the JEWS. That’s how the

“Head Nigger” Barack Obama got voted into office….because the stupid Niggers all

considered him to be Black….even though his 15 year old momma was WHITE. NIGGERS

ARE SO STUPID….and the courts…state and Federal government are scared to death of

Blacks– because they riot…and burn down buildings. That’s why the judges

 
and the government will give them anything they want. NIGGERS ARE ALL ANIMALS.

So much for Lori Lightfoot. I just hope Michael’s story is true.

I find your words to be offensive. We all hate Obombya, but the rest of your words are

really really ignorant and awful.

hes right actually. so its ok for them to insult us. but we cant back? thats called being soft.

NO not this time, MANY BLACK leaders and former public officials has already declared

support for Paul Vallas. The black guy running in this election, Johnson is a marxist

communist woke S.O B. he has appeal with the jews, many Blacks maybe some Hispanics

, woke white liberals , collegiate cucks, snowflakes , etc. The biggest hurdle with be the

zionist satanist jew MONEY which buys the rigging , rip -offs , and FRAUD But Paul

Vallas is no fool and he understands exactly how Chicago operates, I believe he knows

where the corruption, graft etc. starts and ends. He is Greek and they are PLAYERS in

Chicago , make no doubt about it , restaurants , gyros joints , Food Service industry and

vendors , gambling
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, real estate, you name it, they have someone in it, Greeks are pretty Cool. So Paul Vallas

has a very GOOD SHOT at WINNING, just hope he does not loose his way if he wins the

Mayor slot

You are CORRECT everyone who got vaccinated and boosted will be DEAD long before 10

years has lapsed, ALL dirt-napped, This is the heinous reality. NO ONE LEFT TO

REMEMBER.

I’m not certain, but I susupect you were part of naval personel aboard the USS Barbour

County during the Vietnam War, thank you for your service, God Bless.

We can’t get just one other source to write on any if these articles here????

 
Not even Tucker Carlson????

NO , I am quite sure there are numerous journalists that have fucked their cousins and

siblings and their progenitors as well. KEEP IT IN THE FAM.

Whats up with this constant “bang your cousin” thing???

 
Do you have a fixation with banging cousins???

 
I mean, I know it’s meant to come across as funny, but still.

In my estimation there is no way that Michael would share his sources with a

fly by night like Tucker ! He cannot have his reputation slide to basement

drawer status ………. Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195

It would have to be approved by the Commander-in-Chief and Military Command. Not

bloody likely at this point in time. Some of us amateur sleuths have been pointing patriots

to these articles and have been thanked. Many are finding these articles on their own.

Right now, Tucker Carlson and Elon Musk are doing exactly what they are supposed to be

doing.

Maybe he has progeny with other journalists, not necessarily his cousins or relations.

That would be the KISS of DEATH, you might as well have Murdoch buy RRN, if he does

not already own RRN.

There are other news sites that report these stories, but most of them copy and paste

without giving credit to RRN. Other sites run a list of who has been arrested and the

outcome. If you use Yandex you’ll find more truthful stories that Google suppresses.

So Lori’s XY Chromosomes would have been noticed by you more than a dangling

participle ? ? Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195

Finally they arrested the spawn of beetlejuice & predator…

 
So what is Lightfoot’s real name???

 
We all know Michelle O = Michael Robinson……
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If you could read my mind now you would know it was not meant to be an insult just a

loose association. Did not intend to break your heart of glass.

She be too ugly for a female; too unspeakably hideous for a male

Lori Lightfoot is just plain fugly.

Guess NOT ! However , it does making the decision to shave which end more difficult &

which end walks in the direction of travel ? ? With Lori’s eyes , I ASSume she was

already trying both directions at once …………… Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195

Wide apart eyes = fetal alcohol syndrome

 
Since fetal alcohol syndrome covers a wide range of problems, there are many possible

symptoms. The severity of these symptoms ranges from mild to severe and can include: a

smooth ridge between the upper lip and nose, small and wide-set eyes, a very thin upper

lip, or other abnormal facial features.

Last edited 1 day ago by Zee

Maybe….maybe NOT. Eyes WIDE APART could also be an Alien from outer space.

 
It don’t matter….because anyway you cut it…. Lightfoot is still a fucking NIGGER.

 
The Chicago Niggers voted for him, anyway….no matter how UGLY he looks. I always

figured that Lightfoot was a *butch Lesbian*. The fact that he has a DICK

 
between his legs….doesn’t change anything. A NIGGER IS STILL A NIGGER.

It’s why they want every sexuality acceptable

 
So tyranny or pedos make the rules

They are easier to be manipulated

 
Through blackmail

 
Hang her by its dick

 

 


